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A breathing movement sensor for chest radiography during inspiration
in children aged less than 3 years: a prospective randomized controlled
study
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SUMMARY

Chest radiographs should be obtained at the peak of inspiration so that radiological findings can be
precisely interpreted. However, this is not easily achieved, particularly in young children who do not
follow the instruction to hold their breath. We developed a sensor that detects the breathing movements
and conducted a randomized controlled study to determine whether the sensor would increase the
proportion of chest radiographs obtained in the inspiration phase. We recruited 124 infants and
children aged less than 3 years, who visited the pediatric department of a general hospital in Tokyo,
Japan, and allocated them into one of two groups: with-sensor and without-sensor groups. Overall,
81% of all images were obtained during inspiration. The proportion of chest radiographs taken during
inspiration was not statistically different between the two groups (81% vs. 82%). In the with-sensor
group, radiologic technologists were able to obtain chest radiographs of the same quality while not
observing the chest movement, but the sensor. The use of the sensor did not increase the proportion of
chest radiographs taken in the inspiration phase in this study. However, this null result may indicate the
possibility of utilizing the sensor for automatizing chest radiography in the future.
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1. Introduction
Since Wilhelm Conrad Röntgen discovered the X-rays
in 1859, chest radiographs have been one of the most
commonly used diagnostic tools in medicine, both in
adults and children (1). A chest radiograph produces
images of the body structures in that area, such as
the airways, lungs, heart, blood vessels, diaphragm,
and the bones of the spine and chest (2), and provides
support for the diagnosis of various diseases, including
pneumonia, lung and mediastinal tumors, and heart
failure.
In order to interpret chest radiographs, standardized
definitions of radiological findings are required as well
as appropriate training to utilize the definitions (3).
However, the quality of radiographic images is crucial
to precisely interpret the radiological findings. The

quality of chest radiographs is determined by several
factors, such as deep inspiration, proper positioning,
inclusion of all areas of interest, and absence of blurring
or external objects overlying the lungs. "Performed
at peak of inspiration, except for suspected foreign
body aspiration" is one of the quality criteria for
proper diagnosis in children (4). In adults, 10 posterior
ribs should be visible above the diaphragm when
chest radiographs are obtained at peak of inspiration,
according to the World Health Organization manual of
diagnostic imaging (5). The criteria for young children
and infants are different because of their smaller body
size and different body composition. The optimal
inspiration depth is demonstrated by eight visible
posterior ribs in children younger than 3 years and nine
posterior ribs in children between 3 and 7 years old (6).
To take appropriate chest radiographs in the
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Figure 1. Images of the sensor device. (A) A monitor that shows the breathing waveforms; (B) An egg-shaped lamp indicating the inspiration
phase; (C) An air pad detecting subtle body movement.

inspiration phase, patients are asked to stay still, take
a deep breath, and then hold it for a few seconds.
However, young children and infants are usually not
able to hold their breath on command. Therefore,
radiologic technologists judge the timing of the peak
of inspiration by visually observing their thoracic
movements. The high respiratory rates in children
make it difficult to determine the appropriate timing.
Furthermore, they usually do not cooperate and act
up under unfamiliar circumstances. Few studies have
analyzed whether chest radiographs were taken in the
inspiration or the expiration phase. Tschauner et al.
reported that only 49% of pediatric chest radiographs
were obtained at the peak of inspiration (6).
Recent efforts to address this problem include
training radiologic technologists and using assisting
devices. Langen et al. developed a training program
for radiologic technologists using video clips on how
to obtain an infant's chest radiographs at the time
of the deepest inspiration (7). After the simulation
training with three infants in the video clips, radiologic
technologists were more successful in performing
chest radiography at the peak of inspiration, although
the degree of improvement varied among individuals.
Various types of body immobilization devices are also
commonly used to reduce body movement and keep the
individual in an appropriate position (8). However, to
the best of our knowledge, there is no device that assists
radiologic technologists to judge the timing of the peak
of inspiration.
We developed and evaluated a sensor that detects
the breathing movements in infants and young children
aged less than 3 years. We hypothesized that the use of
this sensor would increase the proportion of pediatric
chest radiographs obtained during the inspiration phase.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Development of the breathing movement sensor
The original sensor was designed by THE YOSHIDA

DENTAL MFG. CO., LTD. (Tokyo, Japan) based on
the patent JP, 5607912, B, and was used to measure
vital signs, such as heart rate and breathing rate. For
the purpose of our study, the sensor was modified to
focus on the breathing condition. It consists of an air
pad (5.5 cm × 4 cm × 0.56 cm) that detects subtle body
movement by the change in air pressure, a monitor
that shows breathing waveforms (i.e., ascending
waves during inspiration and descending waves during
expiration), and an egg-shaped lamp that lights in
green and beeps at the peak of inspiration (Figure 1A,
1B). The air pad was not completely radiotransparent.
Therefore, to avoid interference with the chest image,
the air pad was placed on the left lateral abdomen,
which moves to pull down the diaphragm for breathing,
and covered by an elastic mesh bandage (Presnet ®
ALCARE Co., Ltd. Tokyo, Japan) (Figure 1C). We
confirmed that the breathing waveforms produced by
the air pad were consistent with those produced by
CHESTAC-8900 (CHEST M.I., INC. Tokyo, Japan) in
an adult test case, simultaneously using the air pad and
the spirometer.
2.2. Randomized controlled study
We evaluated the effectiveness of this sensor by
conducting a randomized controlled study to compare
the proportion of chest radiographs obtained during the
inspiration phase, with and without the sensor, among
infants and young children aged less than 3 years. We
conducted a pilot study of 10 patients to evaluate the
feasibility before the main study.
2.2.1. Study population
We recruited children aged less than 3 years who
visited the pediatric outpatient department during the
regular working hours and were indicated to undergo
chest radiography for clinical reasons by pediatricians
at the Center Hospital of the National Center for Global
Health and Medicine (NCGM), Tokyo, Japan, between
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September 2018 and October 2019. Children with lifethreatening conditions, severe chest wall malformation,
and foreign body aspiration were excluded.

procedures to observe the whole procedure.

2.2.2. Sample size calculation
To identify the sample size for this study, we
retrospectively assessed the pediatric chest radiographs
taken at the hospital in May 2017. We found that 18
of the 59 radiographs (31%) were not taken during the
inspiration phase (i.e. eight posterior ribs were visible
above the diaphragm). We expected that by using
the sensor this percentage would be reduced to 20%.
With an 80% power, at the 5% significance level, the
estimated sample size was calculated to be 124 (62 per
group).

In this study, the inspiration phase in children younger
than 3 years was defined by the presence of eight
posterior ribs visible above the diaphragm. The two
trained radiologists, with more than three years of
experience, were assigned for interpreting the chest
radiographs.
After 124 participants had undergone chest
radiography, the two radiologists at the NCGM
independently interpreted the radiographs and identified
whether they were taken in the inspiration phase. Any
discordance between the two readers was resolved by
discussion to reach an agreement.

2.2.3. Randomization

2.2.6. Statistical analysis

We randomized participants by restricted randomization
using random permuted blocks (9). The block size
was two for 1:1 randomization to the intervention and
control groups from numbers 1 to 124. We allocated 62
"intervention" cards and 62 "control" cards in 124 nontransparent envelopes according to the randomization
results. The envelopes were sealed and numbered
from 1 to 124, and each contained a card showing
either "intervention" or "control". These envelopes
were saved at the radiology department and were not
opened until the participants arrived at the department.
When a participant would come to the department
for imaging ordered by a pediatrician, a radiologic
technologist opened one envelope in sequential order.
The technologist used the sensor when there was an
"intervention" card in the envelope. There was no
crossover between the pediatricians who ordered the
chest radiographs, researchers who conducted the
randomization assignment, and radiologic technologists
who opened the envelopes.

Data analysis was conducted using Stata 14 (Stata
corporation, College Station, TX). The chi-squared
test and Fisher's exact test were used to assess the
correlation between sensor use and radiography in the
inspiration phase. Stratified analyses were conducted
by age and presence of cry.

2.2.4. Chest radiography
Chest radiography was performed by certified
radiologic technologists at the radiology department
of the NCGM. Since the department operates in shifts,
every technologist in the department was involved
in the study. Children were separated from their
caregivers in the radiographing room. The technologist
decided to obtain chest radiographs in the posterioranterior or supine anterior-posterior position based on
the child's age and condition. Immobilization devices
were mostly used when radiographs were taken in the
posterior-anterior position. After taking the radiograph,
technologists recorded which modality they used to
judge the imaging timing (i.e. breathing movement,
waveform, light, sound, or a combination of these).
One or two researchers attended almost all imaging

2.2.5. Interpretation of chest radiographs

2.3. Ethical approval
This study was approved by the Ethical Committee of
the National Center for Global Health and Medicine
(approval ID: NCGM-G-002310-00). Written informed
consent was obtained from the caregivers of all
participants.
3. Results and Discussion
A total of 125 children were recruited between
September 20, 2018, and October 8, 2019. One child
was excluded due to inadequate informed consent.
Thus, 124 children were included in the analysis.
Table 1 shows the general characteristics of the
study participants. The average age was 15.3 (0-32)
months, with about half being 1 year old. Eightyone percent of the participants were crying during the
imaging. There were 61 participants in the withoutsensor group and 63 in the with-sensor group.
Table 1. General characteristics of the study participants
Without sensor

With sensor

Total

21 (34%)
29 (48%)
11 (18%)

22 (35%)
31 (49%)
10 (16%)

43 (35%)
60 (48%)
21 (17%)

51 (84%)
10 (16%)
61

50 (79%)
13 (11%)
63

101 (81%)
23 (19%)
124

Age groups (y)
0-1
1-2
2-3
Crying
Yes
No
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Table 2. Results of chest radiographs with and without
sensor
Without sensor
Expiration
Inspiration

11 (18%)
50 (82%)
61

With sensor
12 (19%)
51 (81%)
63

Total
23 (19%)
101 (81%)
124

Table 3. Result comparison between non-crying and crying
participants
Without sensor

p
0.9*

*

determined by chi-square test

No cry
Expiration
Inspiration
Cry
Expiration
Inspiration

With sensor

Total

4 (40%)
6 (60%)

5 (38%)
8 (62%)

9 (39%)
14 (61%)

7 (14%)
44 (86%)

7 (14%)
43 (86%)

14 (14%)
87 (86%)

p
1.0**
1.0**

**

determined by Fisher's exact test

The proportion of radiographs taken in the inspiration
phase was similar between the intervention (withsensor) and control (without-sensor) groups (81% vs.
82%, p = 0.9; Table 2).
In the intervention group, the imaging timing was
judged according to the waveform on the monitor in
31 cases (49%), the light signal of the egg-shaped
lamp in 5 cases (8%), the chest movement of the study
participants in 21 cases (33%), by the combination of
light and waveform or sound and waveform in 3 cases
(5%), and unknown in 3 cases (5%). After excluding
the 21 radiographs taken by looking at the chest
movement and 3 unknown cases, 87% (34/39) were
obtained in the inspiration phase that examined the sole
effect of the sensor.
When we stratified by age, we found that the
proportion of images taken in the inspiration phase was
much smaller among children 2-3 years old (7/21, 33%)
than in those 0-1 (37/43, 86%) and 1-2 years old (57/60,
95%). However, there was no significant difference in
the proportion of images taken in the inspiration phase
between the intervention and control groups in all three
age groups (Fisher's exact test: p = 0.7, p = 1.0, p =
0.7, respectively). When participants were not crying
during imaging, only 61% (14/23) of the radiographs
were obtained in the inspiration phase. However,
the proportion of chest radiographs obtained in the
inspiration phase was similar regardless of the sensor
use (Table 3).
The quality of chest radiographs largely depends
on the skills of technologists. This is particularly true
for pediatric chest radiographs because the timing of
the inspiration phase exclusively relies on the eyes of
the technologist. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first attempt to develop and evaluate a sensor that
detects the breathing movements of infants and young
children aged less than 3 years to judge the imaging
timing in the inspiration phase on chest radiography.
Contrary to our hypothesis, our study showed no
statistical difference in the proportion of radiographs
taken in the inspiration phase according to the
sensor use. Moreover, the overall proportion of chest
radiographs obtained in the inspiration phase in our
study (81%) was higher than that in our pilot study
(69%). This proportion is also higher than that reported
in a previous study (49%) (6). One of the reasons might
be observer bias (10). One or two researchers attended

almost all imaging procedures during the study to
observe the procedure and this might have affected
the technologists' behavior. Additionally, in our pilot
study, we analyzed all chest radiographs, including
those obtained in the emergency department during
non-working hours, which may have had lower quality
than those taken at the radiology department during
regular working hours. At the emergency department in
our hospital, there is less staff and no immobilization
device for pediatric chest radiography. Without the
device, radiologic technologists usually have to hold
infants and young children to maintain their good
position during the procedure, which may distract them
from optimizing the imaging timing.
Although the proportion of chest radiographs
obtained in the inspiration phase in the overall results
was high, the participants who did not cry and those in
the 2-3 years age group was relatively low. Radiologic
technologists often had difficulty in detecting chest
movement in non-crying children. Moreover, elder
children might be difficult to keep in the required
position during the procedure. The immobilization
device in our hospital could be used for children with
body weight up to 15 kg, but some children in our study
did not allow us to use it. Unfortunately, the sample
size of non-crying participants and also those in the
2-3 years age group were both not sufficient to conduct
sub-analyses in this study. In a future study, it might be
intriguing to target non-crying children or recruit adults
having difficulties communicating and/or following
directions.
Among the 39 chest radiographs obtained by
observing the waveform, light, or according to the
beep sound of the sensor, 34 (87%) were taken in the
inspiration phase. This result indicates that this type
of sensor could be utilized for automatizing chest
radiography. Ideally, artificial intelligence could be
used to analyze the patterns of a respiratory waveform
to automatically shoot chest radiographs at the peak of
inspiration. This new device may reduce the workload
and occupational radiographic exposure of radiologic
technologists without influencing the quality of
images. Respiratory gating in computed tomography
(CT), positron emission tomography/CT, or magnetic
resonance imaging, in particular for radiation therapy,
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have been already put into practical use (11). Our sensor
is simpler than those systems and could, therefore,
lead to a better quality of chest radiographs in a cost
effective way. Moreover, in response to economic
growth and the changes in social development, there
has been an increasing demand for diagnostic imaging
in low- and middle-income countries. Although there is
often a shortage of qualified radiologic technologists,
this device could be of assistance in those countries.
The study has several limitations. First, doubleblinding was not feasible. The two radiologists who
interpreted the chest radiographs were blinded to
the participants' allocation; however, the radiologic
technologists and participants recognized it because
of the use of the sensor in the intervention group
and non-use in the control group. We could have
placed a nonfunctional air pad in the control group;
however, the radiologic technologists would still not
have been blinded. Second, the subgroup analysis by
category or severity of the diseases was not conducted
since the focus of our study was on the effect of the
sensor regardless of disease or condition within our
criteria. Third, our estimation of the proportion of
chest radiographs obtained in the inspiration phase
in the control group was lower than the actual result.
Therefore, our sample size was too small to have
sufficient statistical power. Finally, we could not make
children stop crying during the procedure even though
the crying affects the chance to obtain radiographs
in the inspiration phase (12). In general, children cry
during the radiographic examination because they feel
stress, fear, or anxiety (13). For future research, it might
be interesting to include adult participants who were
not able to move and communicate with others.
In conclusion, in this study, the use of the body
movement sensor did not increase the proportion of
chest radiographs taken during the inspiration phase
among infants and young children aged less than
3 years. However, this null result may indicate the
possibility of utilizing the sensor for automatizing chest
radiography in the future.
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